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The theory of the central place Central PlaceChristaller basically tells us that if there is a uniform distribution of the population, all with equal money and transport capabilities, and the land is equal and without much traits, the settlements will follow the distribution pattern according to size.
The distribution will follow one of three templates:1. Market optimization: Buyers in small settlements are divided into three levels of group when shopping in three nearby large settlements2. Transport optimization: Buyers in small settlements are divided into two levels of groups when
shopping in two nearby large settlements3. Administration Optimization:All shoppers in the store of small settlements in the nearest large settlement. The largest settlement, which is located in the center of the hexagon, will be surrounded by a number of smaller settlements. People from
small settlements will visit a large settlement for a specific good or service that their village does not provide. People can't cross the hexagonal boundary because Christaller says they have to shop in the nearest central location. He also introduced the concept of threshold and range: The
threshold is the minimum number of people needed to maintain the service. Range is the maximum distance people are willing to travel to purchase good or service. Theory of rental rates In order to have a good understanding of how urban areas are likely to grow, it is important to have an
understanding of the theory of lease bids. The diagram below shows that various land users are prepared and able to pay for good access to the CBD:It is evident that commerce (particularly large department stores/chain stores) is willing to pay the biggest rent to be located in the CBD.
CBD is very valuable to them because it is traditionally the most affordable place for a large population. This large population is essential for department stores that require significant turnover. As a result, they are willing and able to pay a very high cost of land rent. They maximize the
potential of their site by building many stories. As you move from the CBD, commerce is reluctant to pay as much for the site. In fact, what they are willing to pay is declining rapidly. The industry, however, is willing to pay to be on the outskirts of the CBD. There is more land available to their

factories, but they still have many CBD benefits such as market place and good communications. As you move on, so the land is less attractive to industry and the household is able to purchase land. The further you go from the CBD, the cheaper the land. That is why the inner urban areas
are very densely populated (terraces, apartments and heights), while suburbs and rural areas are sparsely populated (semi- and freestanding houses with gardens). This theory of rental rates explains one scheme of urban land use, which is also identified by the concentric model of the
Burgess ring. V.O. never so easy really. Today, the pattern was influenced by out-of-town shopping malls and industrial facilities. Go to content Land Lease Theory and Rental Curve Source: Adapted from: Pászto V. (2020) Economic Geography. Ins: Pashto V., K. Jurgens, P. Tomintz and
J. Wilson SPRINGER, Cham. -- A 20-year-old man was Three concepts underlie the theory of land rent: Rent. Excess (profit) as a result of some benefits such as capitalization and affordability. It is based on the ability to pay and functions of economic activity. Rents are generally highest for
retailers because this activity is tightly dependent on availability to generate income. Gradient rental. Representation of lower rents with distance from the point of unbeding is usually the central business district. This gradient is associated with the limit cost of distance for each exercise,
which is how the distance affects its bidding rent. The friction of distance has an important effect on the rental gradient, because without friction all the seats will be ideal places. The function of the rate curve. The combination of land prices and distances, including an individual (or firm) is
indifferent. It describes the price range that a household (or firm) would be willing to pay in different places to achieve a given level of satisfaction (utility/profit). The activity has the highest rental rate theoretically activity that will occupy this location. The theory of land rents involves the
central business district, which represents the most desirable location with a high level of accessibility. The surrounding areas within a 1 km radius have a surface of about 3.14 square (S=ρD2). In such circumstances, rent is a function of the presence of a land plot, which can simply be
expressed as 1/C. At zero distance, the rent is the highest; 1. As we become known from the center, rents fall significantly as the amount of land available increases mutually. There is more land available to bid, so if the offer goes up, the price usually goes down. This rental/remote
communication affects land use. Land rent models can be adapted to rural and urban contexts. Show all the results separating these topics: Science and Technology Science Of Earth and Geography GO Show Summary Information SAN JOSÉ State University Economic DepartmentTimer
Watkins Alonso Rate Rental Function Theory B 1960 William Alonso completed his dissertation that extended the model of von Thünen to urban land use. Its model gives land use, rent, land use intensity, population and employment as a function of distance to the city's CBD as a solution
of economic equilibrium for the space market. The von Thünen model required significant modification to be applied to residential, commercial and industrial land use. In the von Thünen model, the rent feature has decreased in transportation costs for the transportation of products of one
unit of land per additional unit of distance. The previous rationalization of the rental rates feature for the household came out of the Chicago Transportation Study. There, the results showed that households behaved as if they had a combined rental and transportation budget, such that if the
cost of transportation was higher, the amount they would pay rent lower. The more complex wording suggests that households have advantages given by a set of indifference curves. The rate rental function is the amount a household could pay for rent elsewhere (with different
transportation costs) so that the same level of satisfaction is quinated; that is, the household is on the same indifference curve. This formulation allows the possibility that different amounts of living space could be selected in different places. It also allows for the possibility that higher-income
households end up in the suburbs because of the relatively cost of open land space there compared to places closer to the CBD. The rental rates feature should not be a direct line. Switching to a higher rate rental feature for a household involves adopting a lower indifference curve. This
could have happened if the household had found that there was no place where its rate rental function equaled or outperausted market rents. The theory of the function of renting rates can be formulated mathematically. Let U(x,h,T) be a useful function of the household, where h is the
amount of living space used, T is the amount of leisure and x - consumption of other goods and services. The budget faced by the household is that: px + rh = y0 + w(1-t-T) or equivalent to px + rh + wT = y0 + w(1-t), where t is the time of movement, w wage rate, y0 not leaving income.
Given the t, p and p household maximizes utility. Teyer Watkins Watkins' main page
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